Corrigendum

of 27 August 2021

to Opinion no 05/2021 of the European Union Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators of 19 July 2021 on the electricity national development plans

One page 3, in Table 1 the row:

| Spain | REE | ITO | final, 2015 | October | 6 years |

is amended to:

| Spain | REE | OU | final, 2015 | October | 6 years |

On page 4, paragraph (8) the text: “Therefore, currently about 35% of the Member States which are not derogated from unbundling rules apply the ITO model, while more than 70% of them apply an OU model.” is amended to: “Therefore, currently about 20% of the Member States which are not derogated from unbundling rules apply the ITO model, while more than 70% of them apply an OU model.”

On page 4, paragraph (9) the text “However, the Agency also notes that Article 51 of the Directive (EU) 2019/944 clearly requires the TSOs certified under the ITO model, such as the TSO in Spain, to submit the NDP at least every two years.” is deleted.

On page 10, paragraph (27) the text “(including Spain, which has an ITO model)” is deleted.

On page 11, paragraph (34) the text “(including Spain with an ITO model)” is deleted.

On page 13, paragraph (42) the text “(including Spain with an ITO model)” is deleted.
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